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COMPARATIVE AND HISTORICAL RESEARCH IN COMPARATIVE AND HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE
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In 1975, two important quantitative comparative analyses of social policy were published. Harold Wilensky's *The Welfare State and Equality* addressed the differences in social spending efforts among sixty-odd countries in the 1960s and found that the level of economic development and the age of populations accounted for most of the variance in efforts. This study was the best and latest in a series of cross-sectional analyses of countries and American states that suggested that economic and social modernization processes determined social policy (review in Skocpol and Amenta 1986). The second study, David Collier and Richard Messick's "Prerequisites versus Diffusion: Testing Alternative Explanations of Social Security Adoption," examined a similar group of countries, but with a wider time horizon, and addressed the adoption of social insurance policies. Their findings cast serious doubt on the modernization hypothesis, as well as on the strategy of generalizing from studies of many countries on social spending at a single point in time. Just a year earlier, Hugh Heclo had published *Modern Social Politics and Britain and Sweden*, one of the first studies to take a comparative and historical approach to the development of social policy.
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In the generation since then, we have learned a great deal about social policy – largely through comparative and historical work of the small-N variety. On the empirical side, we have learned when various countries adopted social programs, when these programs were expanded or contracted, the forms that social policy has taken, when countries completed their systems of social policy, differences in social spending among countries at different points in time, and which countries have seen significant retrenchment in social policy of what sort. More important, comparative and historical work in this area has built our theoretical knowledge. It has been the source of or contributed to the three main theories of social policy and the welfare state, two of which came in reaction to quantitative research on the modernization thesis. At the same time, the history of social policy in comparative perspective has served as an empirical proving ground for hypotheses based on these theories. In turn, the comparative and historical research has led to the revision of theoretical arguments and has helped scholars to place scope conditions on theoretical generalizations, another way that scholarship can progress. Comparative and historical scholars have developed new methodological approaches, in particular by synthesizing comparative and historical and quantitative techniques in individual projects. Perhaps most important of all, comparative and historical research on social policy has jump-started various lines of research by asking some large questions and identifying empirical puzzles to solve and by deepening the concept of social policy. In transforming our understanding of social policy, these projects have aided theoretical refinement and advanced the research agenda in this area.

Why has there been such great progress? Partly it was because of broad conceptual agreement on what was important to study. In conducting their research, scholars tended to see social policy as lines of state action to reduce income insecurity and to provide minimum standards of income and services and thus to reduce inequalities. State programs that worked in these ways were called “social programs” or sometimes, more hopefully, “welfare state programs,” with the whole of these programs known as “social policy.”

This understanding has anchored empirical analyses. It also mattered that scholars disagreed on the theoretical arguments best suited to explain

---

1 States were typically understood as dominant organizations exerting political authority and control over defined territories and their inhabitants. States that devoted most of their fiscal and bureaucratic efforts in these directions were and are considered to be “welfare states.” Comparative and historical research centered on explaining differences in the adoption, the form, the extension, and sometimes the retrenchment of major social programs.
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social policy while reaching broad agreement on the set of theoretical arguments deemed worth developing and appraising. Scholars focused on a few socioeconomic, political, or institutional arguments, which were often couched as parts of larger theories of the state or of politics. There were also informational preconditions – the ready availability of extensive historical records and comparative data. Finally, scholars as individuals and as a group had an open-minded outlook on methodology and theory. In this area, comparative and historical research engaged in an unusual and fruitful dialogue with quantitative cross-national work. The direction of the progress is due mainly to the relative strengths and weaknesses of comparative and historical approaches, which are well suited for identifying and addressing big questions, employing comparisons to rule out certain answers, appraising the mechanisms of theoretical arguments by tracing over time the processes of policy adoption and development, and developing new theoretical arguments, if weaker in providing strong tests of general hypotheses.

In what follows, I discuss some of the important things we know by way of comparative and historical analyses of social policy and the cumulation of knowledge in this area, including empirical, theoretical, and methodological growth. I also address why we know as much as we know and why the knowledge was able to build. I do this through a sort of comparative and historical approach, comparing over time the comparative and historical analysis of social policy with comparative and historical work in related areas. Mainly this is a theory-building project in the sociology of knowledge. I finish by addressing some new and promising lines of comparative and historical research on social policy and the challenges they face.

**Comparative and Historical Causal Research and Its Progress**

To ascertain the impact of comparative and historical causal research on the determinants of social policy, one needs to identify it. I see it not as a theory or a specific method or technique, but as an approach that has been undertaken by scholars with varied academic, theoretical, and methodological affinities and preferences. By “comparative,” I mean studies that address the experiences of two or more country cases (Lijphart 1971), but also one-country studies that situate empirical questions in a comparative context or make significant macrolevel comparisons in causal argumentation. Comparative studies do not have to use Mill’s methods (Lieberson 1992), have a holistic understanding of the cases (Ragin 1987), or employ system-level variables to explain differences in within-in system relationships...
Historical work does not necessarily have to refer back more than fifty years, employ data not created by the researcher (Miriampolski and Hughes 1978), rely on secondary sources (Lustick 1996), take a narrative form, or make causal arguments based on sequences of events (Abbott 1992; Griffin 1992). Finally, to fit, studies have to take causality seriously in a double sense: to attempt to explain important historical differences or trajectories; and to appraise, modify, or produce something theoretically portable – a line of causal argumentation conceptualized so as to apply to other cases or time periods.3

Comparative and historical causal analyses in social policy appear in the box at the upper left of Table 3.1. This category, which I am calling “type 1,” includes major small-N monographs such as Gaston Rimlinger’s (1971) Welfare Policy and Industrialization in Europe, America, and Russia and Heclo’s aforementioned Modern Social Politics in Britain and Sweden. Also included here, though, are quantitative and comparative and historical

---

3 This term was suggested to me by Peter Hall.

9 Out of bounds would be what Skocpol and Somers (1980) refer to as “contrast of contexts” or what Charles Tilly (1984) refers to as “individualizing comparisons.”
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syntheses such as John Stephens’s (1979) *The Transition from Capitalism to Socialism* and comparatively informed case studies such as Theda Skocpol’s (1992) *Protecting Soldiers and Mothers* (for some additional American examples, see also Katzenelson and Pietykowski 1991; Quadagno 1994; Howard 1997; Lieberman 1998). These studies situate U.S. developments in comparative perspective, employ comparative methods, and employ arguments that could be used outside the U.S. context. Studies without a causal impulse would fall outside Table 3.1, and the causal work that is furthest away from my concerns is situated at the lower right of the table (type 4). This category includes most within-country quantitative work, including testing general hypotheses on experiences of U.S. states or on time series of individual countries, as well as single-country case studies lacking a historical perspective. The most outstanding examples of comparative-only work (at bottom left, type 3) are the many cross-national quantitative articles on social policy expenditures in the post–World War II period. The “historical only” type (2) includes historiography on social policy such as, to take famous American examples, Michael Katz’s (1986) *In the Shadow of the Poorhouse* or James Patterson’s (1986) *America’s Struggle Against Poverty*.

To ascertain what we have learned from comparative and historical research in social policy means to ask, What would be lost if there had been no comparative and historical research in this area? And any answer to the question involves defining scholarly progress. To my way of thinking, an area has progressed if important questions have been identified and addressed and if informed, theoretically meaningful answers have been advanced by way of empirical demonstrations, with scholars using the results to formulate other questions, answering them in sophisticated ways that refine theory and lead to new questions, and so on. In the process, we appraise and develop new theoretical arguments, ascertain the conditions under which they apply or do not, refining theoretical argumentation along the way, and uncover new empirical facts and patterns as a result of new questions and theoretical development. This sort of advancement is not merely a matter of how much work exists on a subject or how frequently it is cited.

---

4 In this category I also place cross-national quantitative comparative analysis studies (Ragin 1994) and cross-national work relying mainly on Andrew Abbott’s sequence analyses (Abbott and DeViney 1992) — as each methodological technique is based on algorithms that can be employed on preexisting or easily created data sets. These methods could, of course, be employed in work that is broadly comparative and historical (e.g., Wickham-Crowley 1992: conclusion).
The issue may be easier to address by breaking it down into smaller questions: What have been the central gains in empirical knowledge from comparative and historical work on social policy? To what degree has this work added to our theoretical knowledge? Have causal hypotheses been tested extensively by this work in a way that refines them? Has theory been developed by this work, both in creating theory and in extending it? Have scholars deepened their concepts in terms of what is to be explained and employed these concepts to develop or delimit theoretical argumentation? Have scholars built on both the empirical and theoretical knowledge to develop new agendas of research that have promised or achieved progress? Have there been collateral benefits in other areas of scholarship, with new methodological advances made in the area and theoretical argumentation being employed to good effect in other areas?

These questions are not easy to answer either, but any attempt to do so suggests that what we have learned from comparative and historical research in social policy is substantial and cumulative. Important gains have been made in empirical knowledge, much more so than one usually expects in comparative and historical work; the empirical knowledge has built on shared understandings about what is worth knowing and has filled gaps in what scholars want to know. There have been more significant theoretical gains. Comparative and historical research has made important contributions to the development of middle-range theory, devised from more overarching theoretical frameworks, to explain social policy. Theoretical gains have also come from appraising hypotheses on different sets of cases and time periods. Progress has been made especially in ruling out some aspects of broad generalizations and appraising the mechanisms of theoretical argumentation as they play out over time. Through hypothesis-testing, theoretical arguments also have been modified - another important part of building knowledge. Some of the greatest means of advancement in this area, however, have come through the sorts of questions that have been asked in comparative and historical research - questions that are not as easy to devise a suitable answer for in quantitative research - and the progressive development of the research agenda in this area. This development has occurred through the process of asking research questions, advancing increasingly sophisticated and empirically supported answers to them, unearthing new anomalies in the process, leading to new questions, tentative answers, and so on. There have also been some important influences on other areas of study and on the development of methodological techniques. Although these gains have come as a result of a process and
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although individual projects have produced contributions across the board, let me begin with the empirical progress.

**Empirical Contributions of Comparative and Historical Research**

According to some standard views, comparative and historical research involves a division of labor in which historians work for social scientists: Historians write monographs centered on specific countries and issues surrounding the development of democracy, the progress of revolutions, and so on. Comparative historical social scientists reconceptualize the problem, ask the large comparative questions – why democracy or revolutions occur here and not there, and so on – scour historiography on several different countries and time periods regarding the surrounding issues, and then produce more comprehensive explanations that account for developments across these countries. In the process, they may dismiss the inessential and sometimes parochial arguments plausible to experts on one country alone. Such efforts, though, may be limited by the data or interpretations of the historiography on which they rely (Lustick 1996), even if scholars employ all extant historiography, as it might include conflicts in data or interpretations.

Social scientists working in the comparative and historical mode on social policy have often diverged from this model. Significantly, they often have gathered key information on which such higher-order analyses have been based and have been able to intervene in primary literature to make and defend their own interpretations. Social policy scholars did much of the initial digging that allowed the comparative questions to be framed and addressed. Also, where needed, comparative and historical scholars have supplemented historiography with their own archival work to fill in gaps in information or to adjudicate among historical interpretations, if needed. To understand how these processes worked and the knowledge gained by them, it is worthwhile to discuss what I call the “consensus on social policy” – the concepts social scientists employed and the typical ways that social policy was made operational in empirical study.

The consensus view was that modern social policy meant state efforts to reduce economic inequality by providing certain floors on income and services and preventing income losses due to certain risks. These perils include growing old and infirm; being injured at work; becoming ill, unhealthy, or disabled; becoming unemployed or underemployed; and being in a family where the principal wage earner or earners are incapacitated or
removed by these other risks or where there is no principal wage earner. The connection between inequality and insecurity of income was a close one, because a lack of programs to address risks to income was deemed to be a major cause of inequality and poverty. And, later, it was thought that the absence or destruction of programs to ensure security would increase inequality. Inequality or security typically was understood with reference to households. Research questions and projects were based on this common understanding of social policy. Into the 1990s, comparative and historical analyses of social policy typically focused on two things – the enactment of major social insurance programs and differences in the amount of social spending or “efforts” in social spending (see Skocpol and Amenta 1986; Amenta 1993). The focus of attention was modern social insurance and social assistance programs. The source of the consensus is not entirely clear, but the likeliest suspects are the U.S. Social Security Administration, which collected a great deal of information of use to both comparative historical and quantitative scholars (Rimlinger 1971; Wilensky 1975), and William Beveridge, whose impact went beyond designing what came to be known in Britain as the “welfare state.”

This understanding of social policy had considerable appeal. It was easy to make the case that social policy mattered because it was at the center of the tremendous growth of states and changes in the character of many states in the twentieth century. It would be impossible to understand and explain the development of these states without understanding social policy, if only because of the sheer amount of money and bureaucratic effort expended on state old-age programs and health programs – especially in comparison with a century ago. Many states have been converted into welfare states – a pretty great transformation that is of interest to the thinking public as well as to scholars.

This conceptualization of social policy and the rationale for studying it helped to direct the research efforts of comparative and historical scholars. They relied on the research of historians, to be sure, but they also set out to ascertain through governmental records information regarding when social insurance programs were adopted in different countries and when they were expanded to include new segments of the citizenry. In short, they helped to set the parameters by which comparative and historical questions could be asked. The most outstanding examples of historical data collection serving conceptual understanding were the research projects of Peter Flora and associates, including *The Development of Welfare States in Europe and America* (1981) as well as *Growth to Limits* (1986) and the comparative
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Individual comparative and historical researchers, however, also built our empirical knowledge by supplementing secondary sources and pursuing answers to questions by engaging in primary research. Although Theda Skocpol (1992), for instance, worked from many secondary sources in her study of American social policy through the 1920s, in calling attention to the role of Civil War veterans' benefits in providing substitutes for old-age and disability pensions, she also turned to primary documents, including numerous governmental records, to gain information unavailable in secondary sources, as this information was not collected according to conceptual agreements over the meaning of social policy. By using these primary sources and employing social science understandings of social policy, she was able to provide her own interpretation and analytical history of the development of U.S. social policy rather than relying on the interpretation of historians. Other scholars did the same, avoiding some of the problems of historical and comparative research – relying selectively on the interpretations or data in extant historiography (see the review in Amenta, Bonastia, and Caren 2001).

In their research, Peter Flora and Jens Alber (1981) also famously identified four periods in the development of social insurance programs in Europe and the United States: their adoption around the first decade of the twentieth century, their consolidation in the interwar years, their completion in the immediate postwar period, and their expansion in the decades after the war. It is probably agreed by now that the period comprising the last two decades of the century saw sustained bids to retrench social policy (Mishra 1990; Pierson 1994). This research facilitated the drawing of a group portrait of development of modern social policy over the last century or so for many countries, especially regarding when major programs were adopted. This periodization also proved useful in helping to set empirical research agendas, making it easier for scholars to devise new research questions and advance theory.

*Theoretical Advances*

Comparative and historical work in social policy has also made great theoretical contributions – probably more extensive than those in comparative and historical work in other subject areas. This is because comparative and historical scholarship in social policy has proposed and developed major
middle-range theoretical explanations of social policy, in one case by developing an entire perspective to explain anomalies. Theoretical advancement has also come in part through the testing and rejection of hypotheses and arguments based in modernization theory. The advances here have also included the refinement of theory through the testing of hypotheses by comparing social policy across country cases and tracing historical processes. Theory has also been refined by ascertaining the conditions under which certain causal factors have influences—a process that has gone hand in hand with the conceptual deepening of social policy. Because the work of comparative and historical scholars has often engaged the scholarship of quantitative comparative scholars, and because in some cases comparative historical and quantitative approaches were combined in single works, it is sometimes difficult to sort out the specific contributions of comparative and historical work. Yet it is not impossible to do so, and even by a conservative standard the comparative and historical contribution to theory building and refinement has been substantial.

Influential early work on social policy (e.g., Titmuss 1958; Peacock and Wiseman 1961; Marshall 1963) focused on post–World War II Britain’s adoption of comprehensive public social provision and the term “welfare state.” These studies, which fall outside my definition of comparative and historical because of their lack of comparative sensibility, argue from one case for the inevitably progressive influence on social provision of the expansion of citizen rights or the social solidarities forged in modern war.

It is perhaps not surprising that by the middle 1970s, the arguments with the best comparative empirical support in explaining the development of social policy were not these British-centered ideas, but theoretical arguments based on modernization and industrialization processes. To simplify, the idea was that economic modernization would cause a series of events, including the aging of the population, the adoption of nuclear families, and increased economic surpluses that would lead to the rise and development of modern social policies everywhere and with it a change in the nature of the state. This line of argumentation mainly emerged in U.S.-centered and comparative quantitative work (see the review in Skocpol and Amenta 1986), though it was developed to some extent as well in comparative and historical work (Rimlinger 1971). These arguments were also tested and found wanting by quantitative researchers, who employed them to explain variation across advanced capitalist democracies in the post–World War II period (see the review in Amenta 1993). But it was left to comparative and historical scholars to develop the historical implications of the arguments.
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(e.g., Flora and Alber 1981; Kuhnle 1981; Orloff and Skocpol 1984) in order to appraise them.

In the last two decades, two main theoretical arguments dominated thinking about comparative social policy, one of them mainly developed by way of comparative and historical work and the other almost entirely so. What might be called “political organizational” arguments hold basically that variation in the mobilization of political groups has determined the fate of social policy. Of these arguments, the best-supported explanation has been the social democratic or power resources thesis, based in Marxian theory. According to it, countries with large, centralized labor movements connected to social democratic political parties that govern political life are the likeliest candidates for extensive redistributive social spending. Although this argument has been stated in various ways, and although several scholars, some comparative and historical and some quantitative, approached similar ideas at around the same time (see the reviews in Shalev 1983; Esping-Andersen and van Kersbergen 1992), this argument received perhaps its most influential treatment in John D. Stephens’s (1979) *The Transition from Capitalism to Socialism* – a work that employed both comparative and historical and quantitative approaches. The so-called Piven-Cloward hypothesis (1977), an alternative political argument about the impact of social movements on social policy, has been influential in U.S.-centered and quantitative studies and was developed through work at the borderline of comparative and historical scholarship (see the review in Skocpol and Amenta 1986).

The other main line of argumentation was institutional or state-centered, based on the ideas of Weber and Tocqueville (Skocpol 1985; Thelen and Steinmo 1992; Thelen 1999) and was developed almost entirely from comparative and historical work. The earliest and most extensive version of these arguments appeared in Heclo’s (1974) *Modern Social Politics* and in Orloff and Skocpol’s (1984) “Why Not Equal Protection?” and was extended in Skocpol’s (1992) *Protecting Soldiers and Mothers*. Alternative political institutional arguments have been offered, notably in Ellen Immergut’s (1992) *Health Politics* and Sven Steinmo’s (1993) *Taxation and Democracy*. To simplify again, these scholars suggest that the adoption and development of social spending policies are encouraged by centralized political institutions and states with greater bureaucratic and financial capacities and are frustrated by fragmented political institutions and incapable states. The argument also specifies the conditions under which state domestic bureaucrats will have influence over policy making and in which directions. These state- or
polity-related arguments have been supplemented by other political institutional arguments about the influence of different forms of political party systems on social policy (Amenta 1998; see the review in Amenta et al. 2001). For the most part, this line of argumentation is structural and systemic and helps to explain long-run differences in policy formation and processes across countries.

The development of middle-range theoretical argumentation has gone beyond the creation of theoretical perspectives to the refinement of theoretical argumentation through comparative and historical empirical appraisals and the deepening of the concept of social policy. The social democratic hypothesis was importantly amended and transformed over time by comparative and historical work. From a focus on left-wing or social democratic parties in power, scholars have considered the role of the unified right-wing parties (Castles 1985), farmer-labor political coalitions (Esping-Andersen 1990), expert-labor alliances (Orloff 1993a), and Christian Democratic rule (van Kersbergen 1995). Similarly, the role of business organizations in influencing social policy has been treated in a more sophisticated manner (e.g., Swenson 1996; n.d.), seeking to sort out the conditions under which capitalists oppose or support some versions of social policy. Comparative and historical work has suggested that the role of capitalist support or secondary preferences for policy alternatives may be especially important in later phases of policy development, when policies have been in effect for a long time and have had the opportunity to restructure preferences (see the review in Pierson 2000a), as compared to the finding that capitalist organizations largely opposed social policy in its initial stages (Orloff and Parker 1990; Amenta 1998; Huber and Stephens 2001a). The left-party hypothesis has also been extended in work that addresses social policy in postcommunist Eastern Europe (Cook and Orenstein 1999; Rueschemeyer and Wolchik 1999).

Comparative and historical scholars have also gone on to build more theoretically synthetic or configurational arguments. Some of the more promising of these combine the structural strengths of institutional claims with those based on political identities and action (Skocpol 1992; Amenta 1998; Hicks 1999; Huber and Stephens 2001a; see the review in Amenta et al. 2001). These arguments rely on conjunctural or combinational causation (Ragin 1987; Katznelson 1997), in which different combinations of factors are hypothesized to bring about specific outcomes. Basically, political action is claimed to influence social policy development under some institutional conditions rather than others (Amenta 1998). Sometimes these
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arguments have been appraised by way of formal qualitative comparative techniques (Hicks, Misra, and Ng 1995; Amenta and Poulsen 1996; Amenta and Halfmann 2000).

These theoretical refinements have come largely through the appraisal of hypotheses in comparative and historical work. In applying empirical tests, there was something like a division of labor between social scientists employing comparative and historical approaches and those employing quantitative cross-national analyses. Social scientists who did historical work often addressed the enactment and expansion of the “big five” social insurance programs—workers’ compensation, old-age insurance, unemployment insurance, health insurance, and family allowances (Flora and Heidenheimer 1981) and their growth. There have been numerous case studies and close comparisons of the policy trajectories and fates of a few carefully chosen, economically developed nations (e.g., Rimlinger 1971; Heclo 1974; Stephens 1979; Flora and Heidenheimer 1981; Orloff and Skocpol 1984; Castles 1985; Esping-Andersen 1985, 1990; Baldwin 1990; Immergut 1992; Orloff 1993a; Steinmo 1993; Pierson 1994; Rueschemeyer and Skocpol 1996; Amenta 1998). In these latter studies, economic circumstances were held relatively constant. Divergences in the adoption of policy innovations and in the form of social spending systems have been explained by a range of factors, especially aspects of the state and political institutions such as the form and nature of bureaucracies and party systems.

Comparative and historical studies could do many things that quantitative studies could not in testing hypotheses. For one thing, they can examine the historical processes by which individual programs were adopted. Notably, the explicit or implicit mechanisms of these hypotheses could be given close scrutiny. To take one significant example in the social policy area, it was possible to ascertain whether social democratic parties were responsible for the adoption of initial social programs or whether these programs came in the wake of the campaigns of organized workers for them. The preponderance of this evidence was that social democratic parties did not hold power until after the period of initial adoption—that various sorts of liberal and centrist parties were the ones that enacted these programs (see the review in Amenta 1993). This has led some scholars to develop different arguments about the origins of social policy (Hicks 1999). To take another example, it was possible to ascertain whether the social problems associated with economic modernization brought generic social policy responses, as the modernization theory suggests. In the period between the world wars, however, what constituted a politically important threat to the incomes
of citizens varied, and countries took different approaches to protecting citizens from risks to income and employment and had not converged on specific policies to address these risks (Kuhnle 1981; Orloff and Skocpol 1984; Amenta 1998).

More generally, historical sequences could be examined to see whether developments were largely in line with theoretical claims (Rueschemeyer and Stephens 1997). This possibility was aided by the fact that the small-N studies often were of the "most similar systems" type (Przeworski and Teune 1970), in which cases were similar on a number of theoretically relevant dimensions. A number of studies (beginning with Orloff and Skocpol 1984) were undertaken to understand why the United States did not move forward in developing specific social programs in crucial historical periods in comparison to countries with similar economic, political, legal, and cultural backgrounds, such as Canada and Britain. Case studies were now often done much differently than the pioneering studies by Titmuss and Marshall. The new studies were implicitly comparative in that policy developments in one country were analyzed with the backdrop of the experience of other countries informing them. That said, hypotheses have not been appraised mainly through a process in which scholars examine whether one or more cases seem to fit or contradict theoretical arguments, as in the literature on democratization and authoritarianism (see Mahoney, this volume), but have typically been appraised across different country cases in various studies that employ paired comparisons and argumentation based on methods like Mill's.

Although Mill's methods and similar ones have cast doubt on the most general claims of some arguments, the main advantage of this type of work has been in appraising hypotheses regarding the mechanisms of theories. It has also been possible through this work to see whether theoretical arguments are consistent with the origins of social policy – which has been difficult for quantitative work to address given the data difficulties. From here, scholars have been able to develop middle-range theory further. And so, comparative and historical work in social policy has exploited the advantages inherent in these sorts of analyses.

Comparative and historical research has some well-known disadvantages in appraising hypotheses, though. It is difficult to give arguments a rigorous test across complete populations of cases, for given the steep knowledge and informational requirements of comparative and historical work it is the case comparative and historical study that can address the population of the theoretically relevant cases (cf. Ertman 1997). There are often too many
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hypotheses chasing too few observations, making it difficult to rule out some plausible alternative hypotheses. And case selection is almost never random, with the potential to lead to biases. As I will argue, however, comparative and historical research in this area has worked in a synchronic way with quantitative work to enhance the value of each means of appraising and developing theoretical argumentation.

**Conceptual Deepening, Big Questions, and New Research Agendas**

Perhaps the greatest advantage of the small-N studies and comparatively informed case studies was that they allowed scholars to ask the big questions about the development of social policy, setting off a process in which theories were developed or appraised or both, with theoretical refinements and conceptual deepening in studies leading to new questions to ask. It was possible for comparative and historical researchers to ask why some countries were leaders and laggards in social policy and why some countries had entirely different types of social policies from other countries – questions that were difficult for quantitative researchers to approach given the need for extensive comparable data across populations or large samples. Comparative and historical scholars were also free to rethink what social policy meant and to deepen the concept by exploring its boundaries, dividing it into processes, or lumping social policy development into larger types. In working from but questioning the consensus on the conceptualization and operationalization of social policy and helping to deepening the concept, comparative and historical scholars have aided the progress of theory and research. In this process, comparative and historical scholars have devised new questions and have opened new research agendas, helping to develop and refine theoretical argumentation.

Comparative and historical researchers have asked the big questions about the development of social policy, and they have not been restricted to asking questions only for which there are sufficient data on a population of cases to answer the questions. These questions have included the following: Why did social policy take off when it did, and why did it become so prevalent? Why did some countries lead and why did some others fall behind in different phases of the development of social policy? Why did some states adopt distinctive forms of social policy? By situating the experiences of different countries against the group portraits, comparative and historical scholars brought to light historical anomalies and puzzles to solve. In addressing these questions, these scholars also addressed hypotheses based
enlarged theoretical arguments, as noted previously, and in their historical research also challenged the focus of social policy research.

One important way that scholars have developed this research agenda and advanced theory is through taking seriously the phases of development in social policy and the possibility that different aspects of social policy had different determinants. From this point of view, because they differ as processes, the adoption of social policy may be determined by different causes than its expansion or its retrenchment. The breaking down of social policy into different processes not only added to our empirical knowledge, but also helped scholars to form plausible research questions. One could examine why one country was a late or early adopter, consolidator, or completer of standard social policy. The comparative work of Orloff (1993a) and Orloff and Skocpol (1984) on the adoption of social policy comes to mind. Even case studies were informed by this sort of thinking, however. In particular, much has been written about the lateness of the U.S. adoption of standard social policy and the incompleteness of its policy framework. These studies implicitly looked to European welfare states to attempt to explain what made U.S. policy developments so different— with “different” usually understood as backward in some respect (Skocpol 1992; Weir 1992; Quadagno 1994).

This conceptualization reflects back on theory in another way. By breaking social policy into different processes, it is expected that conditions and variables will have a different impact across them. Partisanship may have its greatest effect in the phases of adoption and consolidation, policy feedback has effects in the phases of expansion and retrenchment, and more systemic influences of the state likely have mediating effects all the way through. For instance, it has been argued with regard to the social democratic model that a period of social democratic rule after the establishment of social policy may have less impact than when states have become welfare states. A given term of social democratic rule in the 1990s will thus have a smaller effect than in the 1930s or 1940s, when social policies were being adopted or changed in form (see, e.g., Hicks 1999).

This case for theorizing different processes separately has been made most famously for the retrenchment of social policy. Pierson (1994) has argued convincingly that the retrenchment of social policy constitutes a different process than the adoption of social policy. The basic idea is that cutting back a social policy is a more difficult process than adopting one and depends crucially on processes set in motion by the nature of the policy in question. The argument has been deemed appropriate to explain social
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Policy developments since the 1980s (see also Huber and Stephens 2001a; Swank 2001). By this time, most systems of social spending had been completed and expanded—had become "institutionalized"—and bids to cut them back were taken up in force by many political regimes. Although there were international pressures on all states in this period, it may be useful to consider retrenchment as a recurrent possibility throughout the history of social policy with different determinants when social policy has been established as compared to when it is at an early stage of institutionalization. However one approaches it, this conceptualization of policy suggests that theoretical arguments need to be developed to explain specific processes in social policy.

The conceptualization of different phases of social policy by comparative and historical researchers has had an important impact on social science theory. It has been argued that the initial configuration of social policy influences its future in an important way—that the structure of social policy has important impacts on the politics of social policy and thus on its future (Esping-Andersen 1990; Skocpol 1992; Pierson 1994). From this way of thinking, policies have feedback effects that influence later social politics. This goes back to the distinctions made by Theodore Lowi in the 1960s concerning the politics surrounding distributive and redistributive policies. Programs for poor people make poor programs in that the coalitions that can form behind them are likely to be weak. These arguments were conceptualized in ways that make it possible to construct and appraise theoretically coherent path-dependent arguments (see Abbott 1992; Griffin 1992; Mahoney 2000; Pierson 2000b). Notably, this sort of claim has been made and addressed in work ranging from explaining the origins of social policy (Skocpol 1992) and economic policy (Weir 1992) to work explaining efforts to retrench it (Pierson 1994).

Comparative and historical scholars have been able as well to appraise theoretical arguments by addressing social programs other than the main social programs that are usually summarized in quantitative work. Comparative and historical scholars have noted other state programs that addressed economic inequality or insecurity, and these scholars in turn have examined other state policy responses to basic societal risks to employment, income, and economic security (Weir, Orloff, and Skocpol 1988). These scholars have also recognized that social relations in the modern capitalist and democratic world produce a number of perils to income beyond the standard ones for which states have developed responses. And so, they have explored causal arguments about the determinants of social policy on new empirical terrain.
There has been no shortage of programs offered for analysis by comparative and historical researchers. Among the possibilities were veterans' benefits (Skocpol 1992), education (Heidenheimer 1981; Katznelson and Weir 1985; de Swaan 1988), taxation policy (Steinmo 1993; Howard 1997), housing policy (Pierson 1994; Castles 1998; Bonastia 2000), economic policy (Hall 1986; Weir 1992), drug policies (Benoit 2000), and work programs (Amenta 1998). In each instance, it was argued that the line of state action had important impacts on economic insecurity and inequality and that researchers ignored these policies at their peril.

Indeed, in addressing programs outside the standard boundaries, scholars often argued that an entire country case or set of cases should be reinterpreted. One of the more famous is Skocpol's (1992) claim that Civil War veterans' benefits were more generous than European old-age and disability programs, though restricted to groups other than industrial workers. Others (Steinmo 1993; Howard 1997; Myles and Pierson 1998) argued that taxation expenditures need to be addressed in order to understand social policy. U.S. social policy may not be backward, given the great efforts in this area, but merely different in form. To take my favorite example, I (Amenta 1998) show through the conventional modes of measurement of spending that work policies during the New Deal made the United States one of the world's leaders in the late 1930s. Sometimes, however, U.S. policy was seen to be even more backward than was previously thought, as in the case of economic policy (Weir 1992). Reinterpretations were also suggested by analyses of education as social policy (Heidenheimer 1981; Katznelson and Weir 1985) and explorations of home ownership as a possible functional substitute for social insurance programs (Castles 1998; Conley 2000). These studies place social policy in a different light, in addition to showing the distinctiveness of individual cases, and have promoted the asking of new questions.

Comparative and historical research has been important in the development of two other conceptualizations of social policy: ideal types that characterize policies as whole. Building on previous models of social policy,Esping-Andersen's (1990) "welfare state regimes" address social policy's influence on labor-market relations. According to this scheme, the "social democratic" regime, often seen in Nordic countries, is best for workers; it is based on the principles of universalism and "decommodification"; workers are freed from inequality due to the need to take what labor markets offer. Typically seen in continental Europe, the second-best "conservative corporatist" regime is also universal but does not smooth status distinctions.
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between groups and upholds the traditional family, with a male breadwinner bringing home a family wage. The “liberal” welfare regime, the most inferior, is designed to make labor markets run smoothly at the expense of people; public social policy has a small presence and a large means-tested component, and is augmented by private control over areas elsewhere handled by states (see also Castles and Mitchell 1993; Huber and Stephens 2001a). Although these concepts have been contested as guides to historical research, they have been used to good advantage in research on retrenchment over the last two decades, as different configurations of social policy have been shown to pose different possibilities for retrenchment (Pierson 2000c).

New conceptualizations of social policy have also been provided by feminist scholars (reviews in Orloff 1996; Haney 2000; Pierson 2000a), many of whom work in a comparative and historical mode (Skocpol 1992; Pedersen 1993; Sainsbury 1996; O’Connor, Orloff, and Shaver 1999). The main responses have been to modify Esping-Andersen’s types or to replace them with gender-based policy regimes. Orloff (1993b), for instance, adopts Esping-Andersen’s types, but transforms them by adding new dimensions, including access to paid labor and the ability to establish an autonomous household. Indeed, decommodification may not be helpful for many women, and access to paid work for women, “commodifying” them, often promotes their financial autonomy from men (O’Connor 1993; Orloff 1993b). Thus, policy supporting equal participation in the paid labor force, as through antidiscrimination and comparable worth programs, tends to free women from potentially onerous reliance on men as breadwinners. By contrast, Sainsbury (1996) replaces Esping-Andersen’s types with two based on unequal gender relations – the breadwinner and individual models – and employs a number of different dimensions to separate the types. All agree, though, that a focus on the relationship between policy and gender inequality raises difficult issues that differ from those concerning policy and economic inequality. State transfer programs that tend to alleviate economic inequality among households may have little influence on inequalities between sexes or may even reinforce them (see also Esping-Andersen 1999).

Impact on Other Types of Research and Methodology

Comparative and historical research has also had an impact on other types of causal research, including cross-national quantitative and historical work on social policy and work in other areas. Notably, comparative and historical
work in social policy has helped to generate theoretical arguments to be tested on larger data sets, just as cross-national quantitative work has provided hypotheses for comparative and historical appraisal. The comparative and historical work has also had an impact on strictly historical work, as historians are using the results of this literature to conceptualize, frame, justify, and develop their own projects. Comparative and historical work has also brought methodological contributions.

Comparative quantitative studies typically addressed the amount of spending on social policy in relation to a country's income or national product – to show how much effort was being put into state initiatives against inequality or insecurity – using the country (or country-year) as the unit of analysis. To summarize ruthlessly, social scientists began with quantitative, cross-sectional studies of all the countries of the post–World War II world (e.g., Cutright 1965; Wilensky 1975) and typically found that socioeconomic "modernization," especially industrialization and the aging of the population, underlay social spending differences. U.S. states, with their large populations and extensive socioeconomic variation, were also used as quantitative laboratories to test these propositions and others with respect to policy innovation and spending (e.g., Dye 1966; Sharkansky and Hofferbert 1969). Soon, however, quantitative scholars began focusing on the postwar experiences of capitalist democracies, which provided theoretical rather than proper-name scope conditions for causal claims; scholars argued that wealthy capitalist democracies would have determinants of social policy that differed from those of other sorts of polities. The most widely supported argument was a version of the social democratic argument. These studies, especially those that pooled cross-sectional and time series data, provided a sufficient number of observations to test hypotheses against one another, and data from the 1960s on were relatively complete in coverage (see the discussion in Amenta 1993).

Quantitative analyses of postwar capitalist democracies have done well to attempt to appraise some aspects of the institutional arguments often seen in the small-N historical studies. An influential article by Huber, Ragin, and Stephens (1993) addresses the effects of political or constitutional structures that hinder slim electoral majorities from enacting policy and that abet obstructionism from small groups – taking an insight from institutional theory and attempting to merge it with argumentation concerning the impact of social democratic and Christian Democratic political parties. In my own quantitative collaborations on American policy (e.g., Amenta and Poulsen 1996; Cauthen and Amenta 1996; Amenta and Halfmann 2000), I address
hard-to-operationalize statist arguments as well as versions of political ones in examining outcomes deemed important from historical investigations.

This line of research, however, suffered from limitations even in settling the debates about the expansion of social policy in these types of polities. One limitation based on data deficits was that it was difficult to appraise some theories. Given their structural and sometimes more complicated nature, the statist and institutional theories were more difficult to assess than the political ones. Part of the problem is that the relevant data were not readily available, as no international organization was collecting them. Even among the political arguments, it was easier to appraise the ones based on the institutional politics of elections, cabinet formation, and labor movements rather than the information-poor activity of social movements. Even in studies that used the same indicators, researchers debated their meaning, as Hicks and Mishra (1993) and Huber et al. (1993) interpreted economic indicators differently from each other, as well as differently from modernization theorists. More important limitations rested on the type of research and the empirical setting to which it was confined. Very few of these countries developed new and large social spending programs since 1960. Thus this type of research has been unable to address critical phenomena such as the timing and content of innovations in public spending.

There were some important quantitative comparative studies of the early years of social programs (e.g., Collier and Messick 1975; Schneider 1982; Hage, Hanneman, and Gargon 1989) and quantitative work within countries (Wright 1974; Skocpol et al. 1993; Steinmetz 1993; Cauthen and Amenta 1996), but given the less than comprehensive nature of the case coverage and data coverage of hypotheses, work like this was far from definitive. As a result of comparative and historical work, however, quantitative studies have been executed with increasing and considerable historical sophistication. Close attention is paid to time periods. A particularly powerful example of this is Alexander Hicks's *Social Democracy and Welfare Capitalism* (1999), in which comparative quantitative analyses, as well as Boolean qualitative comparative analyses, are employed on different periods of welfare state development. Scholars have done much better in matching theoretical concepts to historically appropriate indicators, especially in what I call "synthetic modes of analysis."

Comparative and historical researchers have made important methodological contributions, notably including true syntheses of quantitative and comparative and historical analyses. By this, I mean something different from King, Keohane, and Verba's (1994) injunction to use different data sets...
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to test the same lines of argument (see also Ragin 1987, pp. 82–4). Studies have been able to address large questions about differences in timing or trajectories or outcomes in social policy by examining a few cases or one case in a comparative context. In these analyses, it is possible to develop and tentatively appraise relatively complex arguments, sometimes involving multiple and conjunctural causation (Ragin 1987), sometimes involving mechanisms of process. Standard quantitative techniques have difficulty in assessing these more complex arguments, much as standard comparative and historical work can provide only rudimentary tests of hypotheses. All the same, some comparative and historical studies have gone on to appraise as far as possible these complex arguments on relevant cross-national data sets or data sets on subunits within a country. By juxtaposing the results of the one to the other, one can then modify the arguments.

In social science, most scholars are comfortable with one style of research, and so the willingness and ability of individual scholars in this literature to combine methodological approaches, sometimes in a single work, is remarkable.

The pioneering synthetic work was John Stephens’s (1979) The Transition from Capitalism to Socialism, in which comparative quantitative studies were augmented with comparative and historical analyses of a few countries. John Myles’s (1984/1989) Old Age in the Welfare State also has something of this quality. Other examples come from scholars who employ different techniques on the same subject matter across different works (Pampel and Williamson 1989; Skocpol 1992; Skocpol et al. 1993; Williamson and Pampel 1993). In Bold Relief (1998), for instance, I appraise a conjunctural institutional politics theory by way of a historical analysis of the United States during the 1930s and 1940s and in comparison with Britain. I also examine historical trajectories in policy across four states and appraise the argument on state-level data sets, whose indicators of social policy are informed by the historical work. In related projects I employ Boolean qualitative comparative analyses, which can address the configurations in the institutional and political arguments (Amenta and Poulsen 1996; Amenta and Halfmann 2000). Evelyne Huber and John Stephens return to the synthetic mode of analysis in their Development and Crisis of the Welfare State (2001a), which addresses the rise of welfare states as well as efforts at reenforcement over the last decades. They join pooled time series and cross-sectional regression analyses with detailed case histories of different types of highly developed welfare states in examining the development of social policy over long periods. The latter are used in order to get around
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the short-term biases in regression analyses and to closely examine critical periods of policy development.

The comparative and historical work on social policy inspired other work that employed other formal qualitative and medium-N methodologies, like sequence analyses and Boolean qualitative comparative analysis (Abbott and DeViney 1992; Ragin 1994; Hicks et al. 1995). And although the use of methodological techniques like qualitative comparative analysis and sequence analyses does not in itself make for a comparative and historical study, scholars have been able to explore these analyses on social policy cases because of comparative and historical work. As I suggest later, this sort of work is possible because of a consensus on what is to be explained and the ease with which outcomes and arguments can be operationalized into categorical or sequence variables. And as I noted previously, in some instances these investigations have been influenced by comparative and historical work, even if these scholars were not working in a strictly synthetic way.

Comparative and historical analyses of social policy have also had an impact on standard historiography and one-country studies. To take U.S. examples again, historiography on social policy now frequently locates historical questions about the development of social policy by way of findings and conceptualizations from comparative and historical work. This change can be seen, for instance, by comparing Edward Berkowitz and Kim McQuaid's (1980) *Creating the Welfare State* with its second edition (1988) or with Berkowitz's (1991) *America's Welfare State*. Similarly, U.S.-centered historical classics on social policy, such as Frances Fox Piven and Richard A. Cloward's (1971/1993) *Regulating the Poor*, have been revised by way of reflection on this literature. Recent historical studies of U.S. taxation (Brownlee 1997; Zelizer 1999), for instance, have been influenced by the comparative and historical literature on the welfare state. As a result of this cross-fertilization, it has become difficult to separate out the impact of comparative historical work on this new historiography, as it now often resembles comparative and historical work in its concern to place historical developments in a comparative context in order to explain them.

Since the 1970s we have learned much about social policy through comparative and historical work. In 1975, Harold Wilensky could examine a cross section of nations and argue that processes of industrialization drove social spending. Today no quantitative study would argue that an analysis of a snapshot of a large number of countries could appraise complex theoretical arguments. In the meantime, because of comparative and historical work,
there have been many new empirical findings, new theoretical perspectives, empirical appraisals across different cases and time periods, the deepening of the concept of social policy through both aggregation and disaggregation, theoretical refinements due to empirical appraisals and conceptual deepening, and a research agenda that has moved from question to question. What accounts for this progress and greatly increased sophistication?

Why Comparative and Historical Research in Social Policy Was So Productive

To address this question, I place the comparative and historical research on social policy of the 1980s and early 1990s in comparative and historical perspective. That is, I juxtapose it with the research programs that went before and with some current lines of research, and I compare comparative and historical work on social policy with comparative and historical work in related areas. Another political sociology area that I work in—social movements—has received as much attention if not more but has not, I would suggest, advanced as far in either comparative and historical or quantitative work. I would also venture to say that the area of social policy has progressed further, and progressed further through comparative and historical work, than the other areas reviewed in this volume. My discussion is speculative, as I have not reviewed in detail the other literatures, and is mainly an exercise in theory building, but for ease of presentation I will state the points as baldly as possible.

The literature on social policy has advanced as far as it has partly because there was relative agreement on what was to be explained, while there was disagreement over the possible explanations. Although the standard definition of social policy was more like an anchor than a fixed standpoint, this sort of consensus about what was to be explained turned everyone’s attention in a similar direction. At the same time, scholars tended to disagree about the potential explanations. This situation promotes the testing of hypotheses and the development of middle-range social science theory in the first instance because it gives researchers with attachments to different theoretical perspectives something with which to appraise their arguments. It also provides ways of sharpening arguments as scholars assess how far they go to explain something of agreed-upon importance and to think about why arguments are limited. Having scholars with allegiances to different theoretical arguments ensures a lively debate over the degree and nature of the empirical support. Having an agreement on what is to be explained
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Table 3.2. Research Programs According to Agreement and Disagreement on What Is to Be Explained and the Explanation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Explanation</th>
<th>Disagreement</th>
<th>Agreement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>To Be Explained</td>
<td><strong>Recurrent Appraisals of Alternative Hypotheses:</strong></td>
<td><strong>Reiterated Hypothesis Testing:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Social Policy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disagreement</td>
<td><strong>Conceptual Proliferation:</strong></td>
<td><strong>Appraisals of Same Hypotheses on New Outcomes:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Social Movement</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

also helps scholars to locate empirical anomalies and to seek explanations for them.

The different possibilities regarding agreement and disagreement on what is to be explained and potential explanations are outlined in Table 3.2. At the upper left of the table is the situation in which scholars of social policy and the welfare state found themselves during the 1980s and early 1990s. There was relatively high agreement on what was to be explained – the adoption and expansion of major social programs – but relative disagreement among theoretical perspectives. Socioeconomic modernization theories were appraised alongside various Marxist political theories and state-centered or institutional theories. This situation did not preclude others with wholly different perspectives from trying their hand as well. It helped, too, that most of the theoretical arguments made were of the middle-range sort. This situation results in what I am calling “recurrent appraisals of alternative hypotheses.” Scholars would be able to find different research sites to appraise and develop arguments. This entertaining of more than one argument may have aided the process by which different scholars moved away from relatively one-sided theoretical arguments – such as strictly social democratic or statist arguments – to more hybrid ones (cf. Orloff and Skocpol 1984 and Skocpol 1992; cf. Stephens 1979 and Huber et al. 1993).

In the area of social movements, by contrast, there is relatively little agreement on what is to be explained, with more substantial agreement on the theoretical perspectives. “Social movement” has no one meaning that scholars rally around. It has been held to refer to everything from a desire in public opinion for change to the creation of specific organizations to redress inequalities among the relatively powerless to the noninstitutional political action engaged in by such groups. Perhaps for this reason, scholars have
addressed a wide variety of social movement outcomes, including the timing of the emergence of social movements, resources gained by them, who participates, the numbers of participants, their techniques of protest, the potential results of movements, and so on (reviewed in McAdam, McCarthy, and Zald 1988). Even if one were to say that the emergence of movements is the most important question, because of disagreements in the definition of social movements this is difficult to assess. There is also more or less agreement on the theoretical program advanced by Doug McAdam, John D. McCarthy, and Mayer Zald (1996) that social movement phenomena can be understood and explained by processes of framing, mobilization structures, and political opportunities. Again, the match is not perfect, but in general the situation is one in which the same theoretical arguments are applied to different sets of outcomes to see whether there is an empirical fit. Most of the work in this area is by way of case studies of individual movements or organizations, but there is some comparative and historical work. It is possible to create different sorts of balance sheets here, with the results for a set of hypotheses juxtaposed to different outcomes. Because of the various conceptual and data problems, however, such balance sheets would be more difficult to construct.

A second reason for the progress in social policy was the nature of the consensus on what was to be explained. It was useful in ways that went beyond the advantages of agreement. Social policy was conceptualized in ways that were easy to operationalize but far from simplistic. It could sometimes be studied in an all-or-nothing way, as in the timing of adoption of programs, which is easier to pinpoint than the emergence of a social movement. But there were more variegated ways to bring it down to earth as well. Scholars focused on a specific set of state activities and programs, with some more important than others given their likely impact on insecurity and inequality. It was deemed important to analyze some specific programs, and it was possible to add up social policy in meaningful ways. The programs were relatively few, making it possible to develop research projects examining them all. But each of the programs had enough going for it so that one could write an entire historical monograph on a specific program—not to mention a quantitative research paper. Having basic agreement on an operationalization of social policy also made it clear when and where one was disagreeing with it—and it was possible to learn from that as well. The concept was sometimes disaggregated or aggregated in other useful ways, as when different processes of social policy or larger ideal types of social policy were examined. I believe that the advantages are more epistemological than ontological—that
is, due to the way that the phenomena have been understood than with the nature of the phenomena themselves (cf. Hall, this volume).

Third, a good deal of relevant information about social policy was available. It was not that reams of new data were being collected by researchers — almost all the data were historical in the sense of being gleaned from the data-generating projects of organizations, mainly states and intergovernmental organizations. Abundant relevant historical documents were available, as one would expect with the object of the analysis being state activity, and they probably were more informative than those used in the classic literature on state formation given the great increases in bureaucratization of states in the twentieth century. This wealth of information eased the writing of the high-quality historiography and other secondary sources on which comparative and historical work greatly relies. The ready availability of governmental records also opened the way for social scientists to do their own targeted archival work as needed, without extensive costs. And the data were useful for theoretical purposes as well, because the units of observation were not merely a convenience, an aggregation of activity and relationships within the borders of a given country, but lines of action taken by the state, indicating relationships between the state and citizens. The ability of governments to keep good records and quantitative data matters much, and that may be attested to by the relative lack of comprehensive comparative research on poorer countries (for exceptions, see Pampel and Williamson 1989; review in Skocpol and Amenta 1986).

There were special benefits as well to the variability in the availability in forms of data. Hard and systematic data suitable for quantitative studies existed only for the periods of expansion and retrenchment, while less complete information of this sort was available for the periods of adoption, consolidation, and completion. This led to a division of labor of sorts, as Table 3.3 suggests. Quantitative comparative researchers mainly analyzed data from the 1960s and beyond, and comparative and historical researchers took charge of the first half of the century. The comparative and historical researchers tended to work where the historical perspective had the greatest room to maneuver, and they were more likely to leave more recent developments to those working with quantitative techniques. The relative deficiency of hard data in the earlier period probably prevented the quantitative researchers from preempting the possibilities of historical research. There was a great deal of interesting work as well, however, on the off-diagonal situations noted in Table 3.3, and these studies were often sites of innovation and spurs to analysis of the other variety. Mary Ruggie
Table 3.3. Research in Social Policy According to Time Period and Methodology

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time Period</th>
<th>Methodology</th>
<th>Comparative/Historical</th>
<th>Quantitative/Formal Qualitative</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pre–Second World War</td>
<td>Historical Perspective</td>
<td>Most comparative and</td>
<td>Collier and Messick 1975;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Expanded:</td>
<td>historical research</td>
<td>Schneider 1982; Abbott and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>DeViney 1992; Hicks et al. 1995;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Cauthen and Amenta 1996</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-1950</td>
<td>Historical Perspective</td>
<td></td>
<td>Hard Data Abundant:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Diminished:</td>
<td></td>
<td>Most comparative quantitative work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Ruggie 1984; Hall</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1986; Pierson 1994;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>O'Connor et al. 1999</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(1984), for instance, addressed the impact of social policy on gender relations, and Paul Pierson (1994) opened a new line of thinking and research on retrenchment, providing hypotheses addressed later by quantitative researchers. The quantitative article by Collier and Messick (1975) cast great doubt on the modernization thesis with respect to the adoption of social policy and spurred comparative and historical work on this question.

The fourth reason was the open-minded methodological outlook of many of the prominent researchers in the area. The social scientists studying social policy were well versed in debates over comparative and historical methods, and few took a hard line in favor of one over another. Although scholars had preferences for one or another line of work, they rarely denigrated the work of others. Few quantitative researchers derided the work of comparative and historical researchers as soft or lacking in rigor. Few comparative and historical researchers saw the work of the quantitative scholars as simplistic and lacking in depth and validity. The tone was set early on, with Gaston Rimlinger (1971) employing the gold standard of quantitative studies, the measure of social spending “effort,” to situate his path-breaking comparative and historical investigations. The willingness and ability of researchers to work in different modes was key. John Stephens, Evelyne Huber, Theda Skocpol, and Gøsta Esping-Andersen were prominent among those scholars proficient in one type of methodology but willing or driven sometimes to employ others. Attempting studies in different modes was not the typical response of most individual scholars in this area, but the research of the one set of scholars was required
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Table 3.4. Comparative and Historical Research Programs According to Presence of Quantitative Work and Its Engagement with Comparative and Historical Research

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Presence of Quantitative Work</th>
<th>Strong</th>
<th>Weak</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Engagement with Comparative and Historical Work</td>
<td>Strong</td>
<td>Diminished Synergy: Social Policy and Welfare State Literature and Literature on Revolutions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Weak</td>
<td>Synergy Failure: NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Synergy Impossible: Social Movement Literature</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

reading for the other. These scholars understood that different approaches had advantages and disadvantages, and instead of accenting the disadvantages in each, scholars exploited the advantages in each to allow greater progress than could be achieved by one or another approach.

Conceptual agreement on social policy, the ability to operationalize it in sophisticated ways, the availability of different types of data to do so, and the willingness of scholars to address both types of analysis – all of this generated a synergy between comparative and historical and comparative quantitative work. The favorable situation faced by those working in social policy is depicted in the upper left part of Table 3.4, which arrays the presence of quantitative work with its engagement with comparative and historical work. Here there was a strong presence of quantitative work and a strong engagement with comparative and historical research. The result is that the advantages of each type of research benefited the other in ways that led to greater achievements than would have been possible on their own.

Other areas of research do not have the same sort of connection between comparative and historical and quantitative work. In the category at the bottom right, where there is little quantitative comparative work and little connection between it and comparative and historical work, synergy of this sort is not possible. I place the recent academic literature on social movements here (see the reviews in McAdam et al. 1988; Guigni 1998). In this instance, the relative lack of quantitative comparative work is due in part to lack of agreement among researchers in this area about what is important to explain. Also, there are no extensive data, perhaps because of the relatively fleeting nature of movement organizations and activity, available to operationalize the most basic understandings of social movements across countries. There have been surveys tapping self-reported participation in different sorts of political action across some countries for
a few time periods (Dalton 1988), but these measures do not seem likely to win consensus status among scholars as indicators for the concept of social mobilization. Because of conceptual disagreements and lack of data, no one can say compellingly whether social movements are more present in some countries rather than others or whether they are becoming more important in individual countries over time. For the same reason, the comparative and historical literature is limited — mainly to broad comparisons across countries of the size and impact of individual social movements during the postwar period (e.g., Kitschelt 1986; Kriesi et al. 1995; Banaszak 1996).

In other research areas, it seems possible for there to be some synergy between the different types of work, but with little potential or unrealized potential. Perhaps needless to say, where there is little quantitative comparative work or few prospects for it, there is little chance for this synergy. In the case of revolutions, there is some quantitative work that largely corresponds to the main conceptualizations of revolutions in the literature (see Goldstone, this volume). Yet the possibilities for synergy in this area are diminished, perhaps in part by the standard conceptualization of revolutions as all-or-nothing outcomes or events. The more extensive quantitative comparative literature on collective violence, for which data are available, does not address the same subject. It seems possible that in some areas there may be both quantitative and comparative and historical work, but where researchers miss a chance for synergy by conceptualizing the object of analysis much differently or by paying little attention to one another.

In studying the causes of social policy, scholars doing comparative and historical work have embraced to an unusual degree quantitative, cross-national research as well as the work of historians. The attention has been reciprocated, and research on social policy has been the better for it. New lines of research contesting the old consensus on what was worth explaining in social policy have already produced results. It is not as if there were no room for improvement here, though, as the new ways of conceptualizing social policy have brought more questions than answers. I close with some reflections on this emerging research agenda and suggestions for contributions that comparative and historical research may make. As these lines of research develop, I hope that scholars can reflect back on what worked in the past and learn from it.

**Conclusion**

One of the reasons that comparative and historical work in social policy has made such dramatic progress is that there was a useful consensus on the
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understanding of social policy. This consensus has begun to shift in the last decade, leading to important insights and empirical findings and opening up new subjects for study, as scholars have largely answered some questions based on the old consensus and have moved on. But it is worth reflecting back on what has worked in the past, conceptually speaking, to see how new understandings of social policy can be employed or altered to spur further progress.

One way this might be done further is through examining policies and programs outside the usual understanding of social policy. There has been an abundance of comparative and historical work showing that programs other than the standard ones have impacts on poverty or inequality of different sorts, and this research has shed new light on social policies and theoretical claims about them. This work seems well worth pursuing in ways that deepen further the concept of social policy and provide additional opportunities to appraise and refine theory. Some comparative and historical studies (Steinmo 1993; Howard 1997), for instance, make an excellent case for the need to take into account tax expenditures for social purposes in studies of social policy, as these tax breaks are often functional substitutes for spending programs. Yet some work needs to be done to make the idea applicable in other research settings in order to make useful comparisons among tax expenditure policies. Some tax expenditures are doubtfully redistributive, and these should be treated differently from social policy, just as many governmental expenditures have not been considered to be part of social policy. The issue of home ownership has important redistributive consequences, but has been neglected in part because it is difficult to operationalize comparatively. Here some thinking is needed to separate out what is due explicitly to state policy and how to ascertain this. From here, it should be possible to indicate how much these policies matter as compared to the standard transfer programs and services on issues such as the reduction of poverty. This would help to maximize the benefits opened by comparative and historical work on these additional aspects of policy.

The regime conceptualization was developed in work with a comparative and historical sensibility, but might be further followed up in the manner that occurred regarding the adoption of social policy. Comparative historical research can help here to ascertain when different cases sorted themselves out in these directions, as well as to appraise theoretical thinking as to why this happened. However, there has not been as much research on the initial development of the types of welfare states. Esping-Andersen's (1990) hypotheses about the development of the types have not been closely
appraised by his own or other research. Given their more recent origins, feminist analyses of the state have had a greater focus on recent developments. It would also be worthwhile to devise comparative and historical research projects to address the question of the long-run development of different gender-based types of social policy.

Social policy regime types have advanced research in social policy but might be made more flexible as previous understandings of social policy. One way to increase the flexibility and usability of the concepts would be to modify the two main types – Esping-Andersen’s regimes based on freeing workers from markets and feminist models concerned with the impact of state policy on gender equality. The degree to which states provide equal access to paid labor and ease the possibility of establishing autonomous households, as suggested by Orloff (1993b), and O’Connor (1993), seem like the most fruitful lines for further conceptual development. These dimensions might be employed to build conceptual categories that fall somewhere between policy regimes and individual programs. This sort of conceptualization would be useful for the development of theoretical argumentation that could be appraised by research of the comparative and historical kind as well as the quantitative and formal qualitative sorts.

Regime models like Esping-Andersen’s have been helpful in explaining cross-national differences in retrenchment efforts (Pierson 2000c; Huber and Stephens 2001b), and these arguments have begun with the premise that the structure of social policy will influence the potential of any sort of politics. More work along these lines seems promising, with scholars paying careful attention to constructing arguments that have clear and appraisable implications across countries and policies. This is an area where comparative and historical scholars might make theoretical impacts, specifying in comparably appraisable ways the “feedback” arguments that have become so much a part of this literature and employing comparative and historical techniques to assess these arguments.

It may be useful to think of states holistically in different ways, however. Scholars studying the state have focused almost exclusively on social policy. It has been assumed that as social policy dominates and states come more to resemble welfare states, the punishing and disciplining aspects of states will diminish. This is not necessarily true, however. Recent U.S. experience has indicated that increased social spending has gone along not only with reduced military spending, but also with increased efforts toward imprisonment. State conceptualizations and theories may need to address the character of entire states, not merely the aspects of the state that provide services
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and income protection from risks. Comparative and historical research on social policy is often based on theories of the state and politics and might link up with the literature on state-building by addressing states as such.

I think we should strive to recognize the strengths of different types of research, as scholars in this area have done. If everyone were to take this sort of approach, my task here – sorting out the contributions of comparative and historical research to a given subfield of study – would be unnecessary and probably impossible. Because scholars already work together so well in this field, fortunately the exercise is difficult.
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